
JUDICIAL IMMUNITY IS A FICTION 

“When a judge knows that he lacks jurisdiction, or acts in the face of clearly valid statutes expressly 

depriving him of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost
1
.” … “A judge is not immune for tortious

2
 acts 

committed in a purely Administrative, non-judicial capacity
3
.” ... “There is no such thing as a power of 

inherent sovereignty in the government of the United States. It is a government of delegated powers, 

supreme within its prescribed sphere, but powerless outside of it. In this country sovereignty resides in 

the people, and Congress can exercise no power which they have not, by their Constitution, entrusted to 

it; all else is withheld
4
. … “There is a general rule that a ministerial officer who acts wrongfully, 

although in good faith, is never-the-less liable in a civil action and cannot claim the immunity of the 

sovereign
5
". … "Where there is no jurisdiction, there can be no discretion, for discretion is incident to 

jurisdiction
6
." … "A judge must be acting within his jurisdiction as to subject matter and person, to be 

entitled to immunity from civil action for his acts
7
."  

“When a judicial officer acts entirely without jurisdiction or without compliance with jurisdiction 

requisites he may be held civilly liable for abuse of process even though his act involved a decision made 

in good faith, that he had jurisdiction
8
.” … "No judicial process, whatever form it may assume, can have 

any lawful authority outside of the limits of the jurisdiction of the court or judge by whom it is issued; and 

an attempt to enforce it beyond these boundaries is nothing less than lawless violence
9
." … "No man in 

this country is so high that he is above the law. No officer of the law may set that law at defiance with 

impunity. All the officers of the government, from the highest to the lowest, are creatures of the law and 

are bound to obey it... It is the only supreme power in our system of government, and every man who, by 

accepting office participates in its functions, is only the more strongly bound to submit to that supremacy, 

and to observe the limitations which it imposes on the exercise of the authority which it gives
10
."  

“All law (rules and practices) which are repugnant to the Constitution are VOID. ... NO State shall make 

or enforce any law which shall abridge the rights, privileges, or immunities of citizens of the United 

States nor deprive any citizens of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law, ... or equal 

protection under the law", this renders judicial immunity unconstitutional
11
.” … “Any judge who does not 

comply with his oath to the Constitution of the United States wars against that Constitution and engages 

in acts in violation of the supreme law of the land. The judge is engaged in acts of treason
12
.” … "no state 

legislator or executive or judicial officer can war against the Constitution without violating his 

undertaking to support it
13
". 
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